Disciplinary Guidelines
Maintenance of college property namely class rooms, all labs, library, corroders,
toilets, notice boards, hostel rooms; furniture: tables , chairs, Dias, electronic
gadgets cum teaching aids; inventory items of all labs cum models, dummies ;
defacing walls and floor is the responsibility of each student;
Appropriate and safe use of facilities and resources at all times e.g., avoidance of
removing, tearing notices put on display, scooting library books, writing in the
library books , removing pages, making photocopies, stealing items from labs,
wards, rooms of the fellow hostel residents, teachers offices;
Wasting government resources, pilferage of any kind is unexpected of the students;
Indulging into ragging in any manner and obedience to all the prohibitions listed in
the bulletin of information at p. to _____;
Getting absent from classes, ward posting, staying back home after Home Stay Pass
without information, submitting wrong application, pretending sickness, producing
wrong certificates, letters, academic record, forging signature, filling up fake
record, copying assignments, using other students assignment, being dishonest
should not be in practice at any time;
Always talking politely, softly, respectfully, proper use of language with everyone
in college, hostel , in wards with all the staff including patients and clients is
expected , in addition use of derogatory remarks, physical assault, pushing each
other in the hostel or mess is not expected;
Maintaining silence in the college, class rooms in the absence of teacher, always to
be avoided;
Negligence in the ward work, ignoring duties in the ward especially, leaving the
clinical work incomplete is never to be done except in the circumstances and rare
situation where logical explanation is understandable;
Showing utmost punctuality in ward duty hours, class hours , timely submission of
assignments, getting signature of teacher in the clinical competency record book,
case book, showing return demonstration in the clinical posting, any other work
assigned by teacher, and payment of fee ;
Littering anywhere in the premises of hostel, college, campus around, hospital to
be avoided;

Making efforts to improve academic performance in classroom and skill in clinical
work, scoring good in the tests and exams, showing good behaviour in the class,
clinical area, hostel is expected;
Lack of interest and motivation in curricular and co-curricular activities is
unpardonable;
Use of pressure tactics verbal or written by way of approach of higher officials in
the government, hospital or outside offices will not be entertained;
Respectful socio-cultural behaviour is expected at all times in the college, hospital,
ward and hostel;
Do not resort to strike, dharna, shouting slogans and any activities against
discipline within or outside the premises of the college, hospital and campus;
Compliance to all the hostel rules, curricular instructions issued separately and
issued from time- to- time is expected to be adhered to;
At the end of the course provisional cum character certificate will be issued based
on the degree of observance of the above listed guidelines;
Any credential issued from the college requiring remark on professional conduct,
moral character, ethical practices will also be based on the extent of obedience to
the above guidelines;
Violation of above listed guidelines will be dealt as indiscipline. Repeated acts of
indiscipline in class room, clinical work, and hostel will be viewed seriously as
follows;
First Chance:

first written warning after calling for explanation with information
to parents ;

Second chance: second written warning after calling for explanation with
Information to parents;
Third chance:

third written warning after calling for explanation with information
to parents ;
and thereafter, termination from the hostel for issue related to hostel,
and college for academic issue.

All decisions will be taken by disciplinary committee and decision of the
disciplinary committee will be final.

